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Improvisation is an important aspect of patient-physician communication. It is
also a defining feature of jazz music performance. This essay uses examples from
jazz to illustrate principles of improvisation that relate to an individual communication act (ie, building space into one’s communication), a physician’s communicative style (ie, developing one’s voice), and the communicative process of the
medical encounter (ie, achieving ensemble). At all 3 levels, the traditions of jazz
improvisation can inform efforts to research and teach medical interviewing by
fostering a contextualized view of patient-physician communication.
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INTRO
The thing that sets Roy apart from other musicians is that he listens so well. He teaches
you to listen carefully and to respond accordingly, to put things in perspective, not to
simply go out for yourself.
Pianist McCoy Tyner, describing drummer Roy Haynes1
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ommunication is central to human experience. It provides the
vehicle through which we share ideas, coordinate actions, and
build social structures.2 In medicine, important care processes
such as information sharing and decision making occur in the context of
patient-physician communication.3 A large and growing body of research
shows that high-quality communication results in fewer medical errors,
lower rates of litigation, and a variety of favorable social, psychological,
and biological outcomes.4-12
Improvisation is an important aspect of patient-physician communication. The medical encounter, like most encounters involving communication, is typically unscripted and constructed “in the moment.”13 Although
physicians often follow biomedical patterns of inquiry,14 a patient-centered
care ideal calls for adjustments to and departures from these patterns in
response to concerns and perspectives voiced by the patient.15 In other
words, physicians often need to improvise when they encounter patients’
unique illness narratives.16 Improvisation guides a physician’s process of
making moment-to-moment communicative decisions (eg, what to say next,
how to structure particular questions, which threads to follow, when to
interrupt and when to let the patient keep going). Stephen Nachmanovitch,
PhD, a violinist and scholar on creativity and the spiritual underpinnings
of art, described a tension between biomedical training and patients’ novel
contexts as he discussed the importance of improvisation in medicine:
“In real medicine you view the person as unique—in a sense you drop
your training. You are immersed in the case itself, letting your view of it
develop in context. You certainly use your training; you refer to it, understand it, ground yourself in it, but you don’t allow your training to blind
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you to the actual person who is sitting in front of you.
In this way, you pass beyond competence to presence. To
do anything artistically, you have to acquire technique,
but you create through your technique and not with it.”17
As a communication educator and researcher, former disc jockey, and amateur jazz historian, I often
marvel at the many parallels between jazz and medicine. For example, understanding jazz history can
also enhance one’s understanding of many modern
medical issues. These issues include racial disparities,
as experienced by cornetists Louis Armstrong and Bix
Beiderbecke; the life-world of addiction, as embodied
by saxophonist Charlie Parker; and leadership skills, as
practiced by bandleaders such as Duke Ellington, Art
Blakey, and others. Several scholars have used jazz to
describe insights about organizational development18,19
and the practice of evidence-based medicine.13
Although many characteristics of jazz have analogies in medicine, jazz’s central focus on improvisation
is particularly relevant to patient-physician communication. Improvisation is the primary vehicle that jazz players use to relate and communicate musically with one
another.20 When describing the improvisational process,
many jazz musicians and critics use verbal communication metaphors.21 For example, jazz musicians will commonly describe a particular performance using phrases
such as, “I said this, and then he said that, etc.” In this
essay, I turn the metaphor around and use jazz improvisation as a lens to explore patient-physician communication. Although such an exploration could take
many directions, I focus on communication at 3 levels:
(1) as an act, (2) as a trait, and (3) as an event. For each
level, I begin with a description of jazz improvisation
and follow with an exploration of the meaning that the
description holds for patient-physician communication.
Along the way, I suggest particular jazz performances
to augment the essay. Listening to the performances,
although not critical, will enhance the reading experience by providing an additional illustration of the concepts discussed. Links to obtain the performances can
be found in the Supplemental Appendix, which is
available online-only at http://www.annfammed.
org/cgi/content/full/5/2/164/DC1.

A COMMUNICATIVE ACT: CREATING SPACE
Man, you don’t have to play a whole lot of notes. You just have
to play the pretty ones.
Trumpeter Miles Davis22
During the medical encounter, physicians engage in
a number of communicative acts, including question
asking, information giving, and supportive talk.23
Researchers and educators have devised elaborate
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coding schemes to characterize the content and
process of such acts.24-27 In my experience as a practitioner and teacher, I have found the act of providing
communicative space to the patient to be one of the
most powerful yet underused skills by physicians.28
What is space and how does it relate to jazz or
patient-physician communication? When I am in the
room with a patient, I sometimes think about how
Miles Davis improvised. Miles came of age during the
bebop era of jazz, when dominant trumpet players
such as Dizzy Gillespie and Fats Navarro played blistering solos in the upper register at breakneck speed.
It was said that Miles lacked the technical skill to play
like Dizzy or Fats; however, whatever technical ability
Miles did or did not have, his brilliance as an improviser manifested itself not so much in what he played
as in what he did not play. To hear a solo by Miles is to
hear space. Miles does not play a lot of notes, he just
plays the right ones. He conserves notes, plays them at
a relaxed pace, plays on the “back end” of the beat, and
drops musical hints that allow the listener to use their
imagination to ﬁll in the phrases. The effect in songs
such as “All Blues” (Columbia/Legacy CD Kind of Blue,
CK64935) is that it becomes easy to hear not only the
solo, but also what the rest of the band is playing. The
solo voice gently leads one to hear the sum total of the
music—not just the soloist’s musical statements way
out in front, but those statements within the broader
context of the whole band.29
As a physician, I strive to use communicative space
as Miles did. Rather than take up all the space in the
conversation with strings of “yes/no” questions or
long physiological explanations, I ﬁnd that I am at my
best when I can give patients space to say what they
want to say, using my communications to gently lead
patients through a telling of the illness narrative from
their perspective, rather than forcing the narrative
to follow my biomedical perspective.30 In this space,
patients often either tell their story, allowing me to
understand the context around their symptoms, or ask
the questions that allow me to tailor my explanations
to their unique concerns. Unfortunately, in our culture,
we are not generally comfortable with pauses or quiet.
When the situation is compounded by the chaos of a
busy clinic, it becomes difﬁcult to remain focused and
open to the directions that patients take us. For most
practitioners, space does not come naturally; it takes
practice and discipline to develop.31
Because space is multidimensional, it is a complex
concept to research or teach. It requires attention
to both communicative and narrative parameters.
Communicative parameters include not only silence
(as measured by metrics such as total physician and
patient talk time), but also latency (the time between
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the end of the patient’s statements and the beginning
of the physician’s statements) and pace (the number
of words one utters per minute). Narrative parameters
include care in the application of redirections (eg,
interruptions, changes in the subject) and speciﬁc
attention to communicative constraints placed on the
patient (eg, the yes/no constraint inherent in closedended questions). When practitioners effectively use
space, paying attention to both communicative and
narrative parameters in the conversation, patients do
not feel pressured or forced to omit information from
their story.32 Rather, they are freed up to describe their
health concerns on their own terms.33-35

A COMMUNICATIVE TRAIT:
DEVELOPING VOICE
After the jazzman has learned the fundamentals of his instrument and the traditional techniques of jazz … he must then “ﬁnd
himself,” must be reborn, must ﬁnd, as it were, his soul. He must
achieve, in short, his self-determined identity.
Ralph Ellison36
An important task for young jazz improvisers is to
develop their voice. Learning musical theory, gaining familiarity with jazz scales and chord structures,
mastering an instrument, apprenticing in the real
world, and learning the repertoire of common songs
are all important milestones; however, these alone are
not enough to achieve musical success. Although the
knowledge and skills are essential, the jazz musicians
who eventually achieve critical and historical impact
are those who channel the theory, technique, and ideas
of their predecessors through their own personalities,
feelings, and experiences. In this way, they develop
a sound that is fresh and original in a process often
called developing one’s voice. This process requires curiosity, self-reﬂection, a clear and frequently revisited sense
of purpose, and attention to the musical contexts that
young musicians ﬁnd themselves in.37,38
An excellent example of the development of improvisational voice is the evolution of saxophonist John
Coltrane’s playing in the 1950s and 1960s. Through
his interactions with mentors such as trumpeter Miles
Davis, pianist Thelonious Monk, and others, Coltrane’s
improvisations went from unexciting interpretations of
his era’s predominant musical forms to explosive ﬂurries
of patterns at speeds so great that the notes seemed to
blur together, an effect that fellow musicians and critics
came to call sheets of sound. Those sheets of sound were a
hallmark of Coltrane’s unique voice and can be heard on
a number of recordings including “Giant Steps,” which
was recorded in 1959 (Atlantic Records CD Giant Steps,
1311-2). Although earlier recordings reveal that Coltrane
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possessed the technical skill to play sheets of sound as
early as 1956, his fully mature voice, with its unique
phrasings and idiosyncrasies, did not become evident
until years later. During that time, Coltrane was undergoing an intense exploration of his life, his goals, his
music, and his spirituality. This exploration translated
musically into the development of his unique voice.39
Like jazz musicians, physicians need to develop
their improvisational voice. Basic communication skills,
such as agenda setting, effective use of open- and
closed-ended questions, and patient-centered interviewing techniques, remain the building blocks of
good communication40; these skills are like the scales
that a musician must master. Similarly, the common
communicative scenarios, such as breaking bad news,
counseling for behavior change, and conversing about
end-of-life issues, are like the songs that a musician
must learn.41 Learning does not end at the basic skills
or patterns of communication, however. Physicians
must begin to incorporate knowledge and skills into
their own personal style. They must creatively apply
this style in each encounter in a way that ﬁts well with
the particular context and the communications of the
patient. As an example, consider the bad news scenario.
Experienced patient-centered doctors do not all break
bad news in the same manner,42 nor do they all rigidly
follow generally accepted guidelines43,44 for breaking
bad news. Although there might be points of commonality, patient-centered physicians will do and say things
in a manner that honors not only the humanity of the
patient, but their own humanity as well. In a sense,
these physicians “show up” in the medical encounter,
rather than adopting a third-party stance that can act
as a barrier to relationship building. Educators and
researchers are beginning to realize that a communicative process that honors both patient and physician
will strengthen the relationship that develops.45 Skill,
technique, and theory provide a foundation, or point of
departure, for a physician to develop his or her voice
and bring it to the medical encounter.

A COMMUNICATIVE EVENT:
CULTIVATING ENSEMBLE
Group improvisation is a further challenge. Aside from the
weighty technical problem of collective coherent thinking, there is
the very human, even social need for sympathy from all members
to bend for the common result.
Pianist Bill Evans46
Voice is only the beginning, because it takes more than
one voice to have a conversation. On the one hand,
there is the voice of the soloist. On the other hand,
there are the voices of the other band members, who,
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in great jazz performances, are improvising also. The
tension for all players is how much space to take in the
music and what to play in that space to support each
other’s musical statements. If the soloist and other players are not listening to each other, the music sounds
disjointed and dissonant, as if they are playing past
each other. The early 1960s trio of bandleader-pianist
Bill Evans, bassist Scott LaFaro, and drummer Paul
Motian showed the jazz world how an ensemble could
all simultaneously solo and support each other. Evans
and LaFaro in particular had developed such a level of
mutual respect and empathic listening that there are
points during recordings such as “Waltz for Debby”
(Riverside CD Waltz for Debby, OJCCD-210-2) when it
is difﬁcult to discern whose is the solo voice and whose
is the supporting one. LaFaro’s bass and Evans’ piano
epitomized the concept of ensemble by building coherent and harmonious improvisational performances out
of 2 individual instruments’ statements.47
Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT)
provides a verbal analogy for ensemble. In CAT,
one’s statements are viewed in the context of their
partner’s statements. This contextual view allows one’s
statements to be classiﬁed as either converging to or
diverging from the partner’s statements. For example,
in response to a question, providing an answer that
is topically appropriate would be seen as an act of
convergence. On the other hand, asking an unrelated
question in response to a question (eg, a doctor asking,
“Are you short of breath?” in response to a patient’s
question, “Is my chest pain serious, doctor?”) is an
act of divergence.48 Acts of convergence and divergence inﬂuence the patient-physician relationship,
because converging statements signify a desire to gain
approval, afﬁliate, establish rapport, and communicate
meaning effectively, whereas diverging statements aim
to separate, exert control, and generally downplay the
statements of the partner.
Physicians and patients can achieve ensemble in
their improvisation by accommodating, where possible, to each others’ statements and styles of communication. Although our prevailing culture generally
positions the physician as the leader of the conversation, ideally, the medical encounter would be characterized by voices that exist in harmony, rather than
one striving to dominate the other.49,50 A collective
ensemble improvisation is therefore characterized by
the physician’s, patient’s, and sometimes other voices
making assertions, listening to what others have to say,
supporting each other, and incorporating each others’
ideas into a common understanding.30,34 This backand-forth communication is critical for the physician’s
understanding of the patient’s illness perspective and
for the patient’s understanding of the biomedical proANNALS O F FAMILY MEDICINE
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cesses underlying the illness and the therapies that
medicine has to offer.51 Ensemble improvisation is the
process that makes shared decision making possible,
because it allows all voices to ﬁnd common ground
about the decisions to be made.52
What does it take for physicians to enter into
ensemble with patients? As implied by the previous
quotes from McCoy Tyner and Bill Evans, it takes
recognition that all voices in the medical encounter
have things to say that are as important as one’s own
statements. It takes listening aligned toward understanding, not just the collection of factual data. And it takes
raising one’s awareness to clues—nonverbal signals,
ﬂeeting glimpses of emotion, and key words (such as
worried, concerned, and afraid)—and following up
on these clues when they present themselves.53,54 The
essence of ensemble, whether in jazz or in medicine,
lies in looking beyond one’s own perspective to see,
understand, and respond to the perspectives of others.

CODA
The improvisational concepts of space, voice, and
ensemble all go beyond a prevailing understanding of
communication as verbal information exchange, and
they foster a more holistic and contextualized view of
communicative phenomena.55 For example, the concept
of improvisational voice provides a bridge between
basic communication skills training and the complexity of communication in real-world settings, because it
provides a conceptual frame for viewing the integrated
performance of multiple communication skills and
patterns. Voice suggests that, beyond developing and
demonstrating proﬁciency in individual skills, learners
must also begin to develop their own personal style in
applying those skills. This process raises some important questions for future work: How can one assess the
progress of learners’ development of their own unique
voice? Does the development of voice occur in discrete
stages or along a continuum? What kinds of activities
(eg, reﬂection, observation with feedback) or combinations of activities foster physicians’ development
of voice? In what ways might the traditions of jazz
education be applied in medical communication skills
training? How does the development of voice relate to
patient-centered outcomes, such as trust, participation,
and satisfaction? If physicians bring their unique voice
to the medical encounter, how would that relate to
physician satisfaction and the prevention of burnout?
In a similar fashion, the jazz concepts of space and
ensemble may also lead to new directions for education
and research.
In today’s world of evidence and guidelines, physicians are at risk for reducing patients’ complex diagnoses
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to simple algorithms that do not take into account
critical contextual information.13 This risk exists as well
for patient-physician communication. Physicians who
focus on only a ﬁxed set of questions or follow the same
sequence of inquiry for every patient will miss opportunities to hear the patient’s perspective, build partnerships, and bring their own selves to the work of patient
care. Physicians must be skilled improvisers, able to efﬁciently explore the unique aspects of a patient’s illness
and communicate in a way that is in harmony with that
patient’s style, all while managing the tension between
new territory and the established patterns inherent in
their communicative and clinical training. As educators and researchers, we can draw on the traditions and
knowledge of jazz musicians as we try to enhance the
quality of improvisation in the medical encounter.
The real power and innovation of jazz is that a group of people
can come together and create art—improvised art—and can negotiate their agendas with each other. And that negotiation is the art.
Trumpeter Wynton Marsalis20
To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it
online at http://www.annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/5/2/164.
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Supplemental Appendix
The essay "Jazz and the 'Art' of Medicine: Improvisation in the Medical Encounter" refers to 3 songs. As a
convenience to readers, the Annals is happy to provide links to several music download services. Readers
may choose to visit these or other music download services to listen to samples or to purchase the songs.
The Annals of Family Medicine does not endorse a music download service.

Music Download Services
iTunes
$0.99 per song, no previews
http://www.apple.com/itunes/
System requirements:
 Windows requirements
o Windows 2000 or XP
o QuickTime 7.0.3 (included with iTunes software)
 Macintosh requirements
o Macintosh OS X 10.2.8 or higher
o QuickTime 6.5.2 or higher
 iTunes software
All 3 songs are available. Searching requires downloading of iTunes software.
Napster Light
$0.99 per song, 30-second preview clips
(This download service also has a subscription service.)
http://www.napster.com/
System requirements:
 Windows 2000 or XP
 Internet Explorer 5.1 or higher
 Windows Media Player 7.1 or higher
 Napster software
Real Rhapsody
$0.99 per song, preview clips
(This download service also has a subscription service.)
http://www.rhapsody.com/?pageid=rotw.albumpage
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Online Supplementary Data
http://www.annfammed.org/cgi/content/full/5/2/164/DC1

System requirements:
 Windows 98 SE, 2000, Millennium Edition, or XP
 Internet Explorer 5.5 or higher
 Rhapsody software
"All Blues" (album Kind of Blue), Miles Davis
http://www.rhapsody.com/album?albumId=237288&pageid=rotw.searchalbum&pageregion=A1
"Giant Steps" (album Giant Steps), John Coltrane
http://www.rhapsody.com/album?albumId=214750&pageid=rotw.searchalbum&pageregion=A1
"Waltz for Debby" (album Waltz for Debby), Bill Evans Trio
http://www.rhapsody.com/album?albumId=6528185&pageid=rotw.searchalbum&pageregion=A1
Walmart.com Music Downloads
$0.88 per song, 30-second preview clips
http://www.walmart.com/music
System requirements:
 Windows PC
 Windows 98 SE, 2000, Millennium Edition, or XP
 Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
 Windows Media Player 9
"All Blues" (album Kind of Blue), Miles Davis
http://musicdownloads.walmart.com/catalog/servlet/AlbumServlet?id=49585
"Giant Steps" (album Giant Steps), John Coltrane
http://musicdownloads.walmart.com/catalog/servlet/AlbumServlet?id=78308
"Waltz for Debby" (album Waltz for Debby), Bill Evans Trio
http://musicdownloads.walmart.com/catalog/servlet/AlbumServlet?id=89478
Yahoo! Music Engine
$0.99 per song, 30-second preview clips
(This download service also has a subscription service.)
http://music.yahoo.com/
System requirements:
 Windows 2000 or XP
 Internet Explorer 6.0 or higher
 Windows Media Player 9.0 or higher
"All Blues" (album Kind of Blue), Miles Davis
http://music.yahoo.com/release/168892
"Giant Steps" (album Giant Steps), John Coltrane
http://music.yahoo.com/release/22426861
"Waltz for Debby" (album Waltz for Debby), Bill Evans Trio
http://music.yahoo.com/release/175479
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